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The CardPerks Program ("Program") is a promotional incentive program offered by United Federal Credit Union (“United”, "Issuer,"
"we," and "us") to its members in conjunction with Breakaway Loyalty LLC (“Program Administrator”). Under the Program, you will
earn points every time you make a Qualifying Purchase with an eligible United credit card or debit card that has been enrolled in the
Program. You can use these points to obtain merchant gift or travel certificates, gift cards, merchandise, and other products or
services (referred to generally as "Rewards"). By participating in the Program, you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions.
In addition to these terms and conditions, your card agreement with us relating to your use of your United credit card or debit card
("Card Agreement") will also govern your use of the Program. In the event of a conflict between a Card Agreement and these terms
and conditions, the Card Agreement will govern.

Changes to the Program

We may modify, restrict or change the Program at any time. These changes may include, but are not limited to, changing the
number of points you earn for a particular type of activity or the number of points you need to redeem a particular Reward; omitting
or adding Reward levels or categories; removing, adding or changing the selection of Rewards; imposing, increasing, decreasing or
eliminating points caps or Program fees; or changing the conditions under which points expire or are forfeited. We will notify you of
material changes to the Program terms and conditions and, unless your Program participation is terminated prior to the effective
date of the change(s), your participation in the Program constitutes your agreement to the change(s) and you will be bound by the
revised terms and conditions. You agree we may notify you of material changes to the Program terms and conditions by posting the
revised terms on conditions on the Program website, which is only available through our online banking service at
https://unitedfcu.com using online banking access credentials (usually consisting of a login ID and password) and using the left-hand
menu navigating to “Services” then “CardPerks Rewards”, or at https://unitedfcu.com/cardperks and providing any communication
to you that we deem appropriate under the circumstances. We reserve the right to suspend or terminate the Program, or your
participation in the Program, at any time without compensation to you.

Eligibility

United credit cards and debit cards for accounts in good standing may be eligible to participate in the Program. “In good standing”
means that your account is active and has not been frozen or closed, either by you or us; for debit cards, regular deposits sufficient
to cover transactions are being made to the associated checking account and that checking account is being brought to a positive
balance (and maintaining that positive balance for twenty-four hours) at least once every thirty (30) days or less; and for credit card
accounts, your account is current, which means the monthly minimum payment is made by the payment due date and the balance
at the end of the billing cycle does not exceed the credit limit. Card participation is limited to cardholders whose credit card account
type or checking account type is a type for which program participation is provided. United’s Visa® U Rewards, Visa Platinum, Visa
Gold, and Visa Business credit cards are those credit card account types for which program participation is provided. United’s
Platinum Plus Checking, Rewards Checking, and eCash checking accounts are those checking account types for which program
participation is provided. We reserve the right to determine in our sole discretion whether a particular account type, card, or
cardholder is eligible to participate in the Program.

CardPerks Account

One Program account (“CardPerks Account”) is established for each United membership with an eligible United credit card or debit
card. All Qualifying Purchases made with cards for credit card and checking accounts issued under the same United membership will
earn points in the CardPerks Account for that membership, subject to any points limits explained below.

Enrollment

Eligible cards are automatically enrolled in the Program. You are responsible for all activity in a CardPerks Account associated with
your enrolled card(s). There is no cost to you to enroll or participate in the Program, but please be aware that if you elect to
participate in any Program services offered via a mobile device, your wireless provider’s message and data rates may apply and you
are responsible to your wireless provider for any such charges.

Qualifying Purchases

With the exception of the GetExtraPoints and bonus features, only Qualifying Purchases made with an enrolled United credit card or
debit card can earn points. A "Qualifying Purchase" is any signature-based purchase, Internet purchase, phone or mail order
purchase, bill payment, contactless purchase (purchases made by holding your card or other device up to a secure reader instead of
swiping your card), or small dollar purchases for which you are not required to sign. Do not use a Personal Identification Number
(PIN) when paying for your purchases if you want to earn points for such purchases. PIN-based purchases, purchases you initiate
through identification technology that substitutes for a PIN, payments of existing card balances, balance transfers, cash advances,
cash advances designated as purchases, purchases of casino gaming chips, off-track wagers, lottery transactions, ATM transactions,
convenience checks, fees charged by us such as annual fees, finance charges, and related service charges, if any apply, payments
made for pre-paid and re-loadable cards such as certain gift cards and other similar cards, and payments made for payment

instruments that can readily be converted to cash such as travelers cheques, money orders, wire transfers, and similar products or
services are not Qualifying Purchases. We reserve the right to determine in our sole discretion whether a particular card transaction
is a Qualifying Purchase.

Earning Points and Limitations

Once enrollment is completed, you will start earning points for Qualifying Purchases based on the actual purchase amount, including
tax. Purchase amounts, including tax, will be rounded to the nearest whole dollar amount to determine the number of points to be
posted to the CardPerks Account. If you make a Qualifying Purchase in part with your enrolled card and in part with another form of
payment, known as a “split-tender” transaction, you will earn points only for the amount you pay with your enrolled card. When
making an in-store purchase, such as at a store, restaurant, or other merchant location, with your enrolled card and you are
presented with a choice of “credit” or “debit/ATM,” choose “credit” to earn CardPerks points for Qualifying Purchases. Amounts for
any purchases returned, credited, or refunded via chargeback earn "negative" points and such "negative" points will reduce the total
points posted to the CardPerks Account and your points balance may become negative if “negative” points for returns, credits or
chargebacks of purchases exceed points for Qualifying Purchases. If at any time an enrolled card or a credit card or checking account
associated with an enrolled card is not in good standing, Qualifying Purchases you make while the card or account is not in good
standing will not accrue any points. Occasionally, United may authorize an adjustment to the CardPerks Account point balance.
These adjustments can be positive or negative. Details on adjustments can be found on the Program website or by speaking with
customer service for the Program. Points have no cash or other value, except to obtain Rewards as described below. You may not
purchase points. You may not transfer or sell a CardPerks Account.
Debit Cards: You will earn one (1) point for each $2.00 of a Qualifying Purchase made with your eligible enrolled Platinum Plus debit
card. You will earn one (1) point for each $3.00 of a Qualifying Purchase made with your eligible enrolled Rewards Checking or eCash
debit cards.
Credit Cards other than the Visa U Rewards Credit Card: You will earn one (1) point for each $1.00 of a Qualifying Purchase made
with your eligible enrolled Visa Platinum credit card. You will earn one (1) point for each $1.00 of a Qualifying Purchase made with
your eligible enrolled Visa Business credit card. You will earn one (1) point for each $2.00 of a Qualifying Purchase made with your
eligible enrolled Visa Gold card.
Visa U Rewards Credit Card: You will earn three (3) points for each $1.00 of a Qualifying Purchase that also qualifies as a Grocery
Purchase. You will earn two (2) points for each $1.00 of a Qualifying Purchase that also qualifies as Gasoline Purchase. You will earn
one (1) point for each $1.00 of a Qualifying Purchase that does not also qualify as either a Grocery Purchase or a Gasoline Purchase
made with your eligible enrolled Visa U Rewards credit card.
Merchants are assigned a category code based on what each merchant primarily sells and that category code is transmitted to us
with each purchase transaction. We cannot change a transaction’s assigned category code, even if it does not correspond to what
the merchant sells. Merchants must work with their card payment processor to change their category code, as appropriate, and any
changes to the category code will not impact transactions made prior to the change. The category code transmitted with each
transaction and the determination as to whether the Qualifying Purchase also qualifies as a Grocery Purchase or Gasoline Purchase
is final. A Qualifying Purchase will not qualify as either a Grocery Purchase or Gasoline Purchase if the category code is missing from
the transaction data.
A Grocery Purchase is a Qualifying Purchase transmitted with the following category codes:
Category Code
5300
5411
5422
5441
5451
5462
5499

Category Name
Wholesale Clubs
Grocery Stores/Supermarkets
Freezer and Locker Meat Provisioner
Candy/Nut Stores
Dairy Products Stores
Bakeries
Misc. Food Stores

A Gasoline Purchases is a Qualifying Purchase transmitted with the following category codes:
Category Code
5541, 5542

Category Name
Gas/Convenience

Limits: A maximum of 35,000 points can be earned for Qualifying Purchases in a calendar month per CardPerks Account; points
earned using the GetExtraPoints and bonus features are not subject to such limit.
Bonuses: We may, in our sole discretion, offer promotions for which additional points can be earned; such bonus points are subject
to additional terms and conditions available at the time of the promotion.

GetExtraPoints: To earn points using the GetExtraPoints feature, you must make a Qualifying Purchase through the following
website: https://getextrapoints.com/ba-ufcu/. The amount and availability of GetExtraPoints will vary based on merchant and is
subject to additional terms and conditions available at that website. The number of GetExtraPoints points you will earn for a
Qualifying Purchase is in addition to any other points earned through the Program, is based on the merchant offer and is calculated
by multiplying the amount of the Qualifying Purchase by the merchant’s GetExtraPoints points offer and rounded to the nearest
whole dollar amount. For example, a merchant offer of 1.75 GetExtraPoints points on a Qualifying Purchase amount of $100.00
equals 175 GetExtraPoints points earned. Use of an eligible enrolled United card is not required to earn GetExtraPoints points; if the
GetExtraPoints feature is used with an eligible enrolled United card, GetExtraPoints points can be earned in addition to any points
otherwise earned for Qualifying Purchases.

Point Activity, Redemption, Transfer, Expiration, and Forfeiture

You may view the CardPerks Account point balance and points earning and redemption activity at any time online at the Program
website. You can also call 1-855-445-7431 for such information. It may take up to two weeks for some of your Qualifying Purchases
to post to the CardPerks Account. Some Qualifying Purchases, such as online purchases or foreign transactions, may take longer to
be posted. Points for Qualifying Purchases that have not been posted to the CardPerks Account are not eligible for redemption.
Points may only be redeemed if cards and accounts are in good standing. Points are redeemed on a “next to expire" basis, such that
points nearest to expiration will be the first points redeemed over the life of the CardPerks Account. Points must be redeemed by an
account owner; Rewards may be issued in the name of another upon request of the account owner. Points may not be redeemed in
conjunction with any other discount, coupon, or similar offer. Once a redemption order is placed, the CardPerks Account will be
reduced by the number of points used to acquire the Reward. If your Reward order is cancelled or the Reward item becomes
unavailable and there is no substitute Reward available, your points will be reinstated and you will be notified of the cancelled
Reward order. You may transfer points from one CardPerks Account to another CardPerks Account; points may not be transferred to
any other rewards program. Points may only be transferred once; all transfers are final and all points transferred will expire at the
end of the twelfth (12) month after the month in which the transferred points are posted to the receiving CardPerks Account,
regardless of when the points were earned. All unredeemed points that are not transferred points will expire at the end of the
thirty-sixth (36) month after the month in which such points were posted to the CardPerks Account. A positive point balance will be
forfeited if your card account is closed by you or by us, or if a CardPerks Account is terminated by you or by us; we will determine in
our sole discretion what is a closed account or a terminated CardPerks Account for this purpose. Any points may be forfeited if, in
our sole discretion, we determine abuse, fraud or a violation of Program terms and conditions has occurred. You may not be
provided with notice of expiration or forfeiture of points. You are not entitled to compensation from us, or from any other entity,
when your points expire or if they are forfeited for any reason.

Rewards and Shipping

To redeem points in the CardPerks Account to obtain Rewards, go to the Program website or call 1-855-445-7431. You can only
acquire Rewards to the extent that you have the required number of points in the CardPerks Account. All Rewards are subject to
availability and have no cash value. Reward providers are independent contractors and are not our agents. We do not offer, endorse
or guarantee any of the goods or services provided as part of the Rewards. Each Reward will be subject to terms and conditions
specific to the Reward that will be provided to you in conjunction with the Reward. Such terms and conditions may address matters
such as the expiration date of the Reward; anticipated shipping time for the Reward; the payment of baggage charges, departure
taxes, or other purchases or payments required to obtain or use the Reward; additional requirements to obtain or use the Reward;
any warranties for the Reward; or any other limitations or restrictions on obtaining, retaining or using the Reward. Neither we nor
the Program Administrator are liable to you if a Reward expires prior to your use of the Reward. An expired Reward will no longer be
available for use or redemption. Certain Rewards, such as statement credits, may require you to make a purchase at a merchant or
take certain other action within a specified time period in order to obtain the Reward. The number of points required to obtain
these Rewards will be deducted at the time of your redemption request and will be refunded to the CardPerks Account in the event
that you fail to make the purchase or take the other specified action within the required time period. Refer to the Reward’s terms
and conditions for details. Many of the Rewards are gift certificates and cards that are redeemed at a participating merchant
location. You and the merchant are responsible for compliance with all laws related to the Reward, including the payment and
collection of any federal, state, or local taxes. Refer to the Reward's terms and conditions for details. There is no shipping or
handling fee for standard delivery of the Rewards. Rewards generally will be sent to you within four weeks of placing your Rewards
order. Shipping times may vary. Review the terms and conditions of each Reward for details. Rewards cannot be shipped to any
address outside of the 50 United States or the District of Columbia, but can be shipped to APO/FPO addresses. We and the Program
Administrator are not liable for the loss of Rewards delivered electronically due to the failure of or service disruptions associated
with receiving Rewards through an electronic or mobile device. Any merchandise Reward, if it has been damaged in transit, can be
returned to the Program Administrator in its original packaging within ten (10) days of your receipt, in which event you will receive a
full reinstatement of the points you redeemed to acquire the Reward. Call 1-855-445-7431 for return instructions. All nonmerchandise Rewards, such as gift cards and certificates, cannot be returned. Except as otherwise provided above in connection
with merchandise damaged in transit, redeemed Rewards are not refundable, exchangeable, replaceable, redeemable, or
transferable for cash, credit, other Rewards or points under any circumstances; we, the Program Administrator, and participating

merchants are not responsible for replacing lost, stolen, damaged or mutilated Rewards, including retail or travel certificates, gift
certificates, gift cards, or other merchandise. For a current list and description of the Rewards, as well as the number of points
necessary to obtain each Reward, go to the Program website or call 1-855-445-7431. The Program website may, from time to time,
allow you to bid for and acquire items using your points in an auction-style format. Neither we, nor the Program Administrator, nor
any of their service providers are a traditional “auctioneer”. At times during the auction period, if you have the highest bid at that
time, the number of points you bid may be deducted from the CardPerks Account and cannot be used for other redemptions. If you
are outbid, any points bid deducted from the CardPerks Account during the auction will be returned to the CardPerks Account. If you
are the highest bidder at the end of the auction period, any points bid but not previously deducted from the CardPerks Account
during the auction period will be automatically deducted from the CardPerks Account unless the transaction is prohibited by law, or
by these terms and conditions, or cannot otherwise be fulfilled. If there is a tie for the highest bid at the end of the auction period,
the cardholder that placed the first bid will win the item. Items for which you are permitted to bid with your points are Rewards
subject to terms and conditions including, but not limited to, prohibitions on the sale or bartering of Rewards. By bidding on a
Reward, you also agree to be bound by any additional terms and conditions specific to that Reward, which will be disclosed to you
prior to placing a bid. Bids are not retractable except in exceptional circumstances, as determined by us or by the Program
Administrator in our respective sole discretion.

Communications with Program Participants, Generally

We may communicate with you regarding any matter related to the Program via mail, via telephone or via electronic
communications. If you use the Program website, we may make electronic communications to you, including electronic mail and/or
postings to the Program website in the Message Center. By using the Program website, you consent to receive communications
electronically regarding any matter related to the Program. All electronic communications from us are deemed to be
communications "in writing" and are deemed to be delivered no later than the earlier of the date actually received or five (5) days
from the date of posting or dissemination. You may update your contact information by calling 1-888-982-1400 or through our
online banking service. To access information electronically, you need a Windows or Mac-compatible computer, Internet access with
a JavaScript enabled browser with 128-bit encryption (such as Microsoft Internet Explorer v. 9.0 or later or another compatible
browser) and an e-mail account. To retain copies of electronic communications, you need a printer attached to your computer or
sufficient storage space on your disk drive to save an electronic copy. Additionally, you must be enrolled in our online banking
service to access your information electronically or to conduct any activity on the Program website. If you would like to request a
paper copy of these terms and conditions, contact the Program Administrator by telephone at 1-855-445-7431 or by U.S. mail at
Breakaway Loyalty LLC, 1805 Old Alabama Rd, Suite 250, Roswell, GA 30076. If you use the Program website, we are not obligated to
provide any additional hard copy communications to you other than these terms and conditions. You have a right to withdraw your
consent to receive electronic communications; if you wish to do so, contact the Program Administrator by telephone at 1-855-4457431 or by U.S. mail at Breakaway Loyalty LLC, 1805 Old Alabama Rd, Suite 250, Roswell, GA 30076. We reserve the right to
terminate your participation in the Program if you withdraw your consent to receive electronic communications regarding the
Program. At your option, you may choose to receive information of a promotional nature about the Program. If you would like to
change your consent to receive these promotions, please call 1-855-445-7431 to update your CardPerks Account profile. In addition,
by enrolling in the Program, you authorize us and the Program Administrator to use information related to your Program
participation and a CardPerks Account as well as information provided by you to participate in the Program to customize your
Program experience. This may include communicating special offers and featured Rewards, and customizing the promotional
information, if you choose to receive such promotions.

Communications with Program Participants via Mobile Device

Please be aware that if you elect to participate in any Program services offered via a mobile device, including a mobile phone, you
are providing consent for us and/or the Program Administrator to contact you via your mobile device for any purpose concerning
your accounts with us and the Program including without limitation account servicing and collection purposes.

Lost, Stolen or Damaged Cards

You will not lose the points in the CardPerks Account if your enrolled United card is lost, stolen or damaged and we provide a
replacement card, even if such replacement card has a different card number. If your United card is lost or stolen, first call us at the
telephone number provided in the Card Agreement, or call United directly at 1-888-982-1400 to report the loss or theft. When your
replacement card is reissued, the CardPerks Account will automatically be associated with that new card.

Customer Service

If you have a problem or question regarding whether you earned points from a particular Qualifying Purchase, or want to know
whether a Reward was properly redeemed or the status of your redemption order, or want to ask any other question regarding the
Program, you can reach the Program Administrator via telephone at 1-855-445-7431, or U.S. mail at Breakaway Loyalty LLC, 1805
Old Alabama Rd, Suite 250, Roswell, GA 30076. If you contact the Program Administrator regarding an error or mistake with respect
to the CardPerks Account, reasonable efforts will be used to investigate and correct the error or mistake, subject to the limitations
set forth in these terms and conditions. In any event, you must notify us within 60 days of the earlier of the posting date or the date
of the alleged error or mistake in order for us to undertake an investigation of the matter. We may require you to provide written

confirmation of the alleged error or mistake. If we do not receive the requested written confirmation at the address and within the
time frame requested by us, we may in our sole discretion determine not to correct the alleged error or mistake. If we complete our
investigation of the alleged error or mistake and notify you of our determination, we have no further responsibilities should you
later reassert the same alleged error or mistake. All questions or disputes regarding the Program, including eligibility, earning points,
or redemption of points for Rewards, will be resolved by us in our sole discretion.

Disclaimers and Limitations

Neither we nor the Program Administrator are responsible for any disputes between or involving joint cardholders or authorized
users relating to points, redemption for Rewards, or use of Rewards. Neither we nor the Program Administrator are responsible for
any disputes involving transferred points relating to point balances, redemption for Rewards, or use of Rewards. Rewards are
provided by a variety of merchants. We and our service providers, including the Program Administrator, are not responsible to you
for the quality or performance of the Rewards or the products or merchandise purchased with the Rewards. Rewards or the
products or merchandise purchased or obtained with the Rewards may be subject to additional terms and conditions, warranties or
other requirements of the merchant, manufacturer or other Rewards provider. Neither we nor the Program Administrator make any
guarantee, warranty or representation of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the Rewards, including without limitation
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. We and the Program Administrator are not liable for any injury,
damage or loss to person or property or any expense, accident or inconvenience that may arise from the use of the points, or the
use of the Rewards or products or merchandise purchased or obtained with the Rewards, or otherwise in connection with the
Program. Further, we and the Program Administrator are not responsible for merchants, manufacturers or other Rewards providers
that discontinue or cancel a Reward due to bankruptcy or for any other reason. Neither we nor the Program Administrator makes
any representation or endorsement of any Reward, merchant or other provider of a Reward in connection with the Program. You
hereby release and hold us, the Program Administrator and all parties associated with the Program harmless from any claim, liability
or damage relating to the Program or your use of the Rewards. Any Reward offered under this Program is void where prohibited by
law. Notwithstanding anything in these terms and conditions to the contrary, we, the Program Administrator and any service
provider will have no liability to you in connection with the Program.

Choice of Law and Severability

Regardless of where you live, work, or access Program services, these Program terms and conditions will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the federal law of the United States of America and the internal law of the State of Michigan. If any
Program terms or conditions cannot be legally enforced, they will be considered changed to the extent necessary to comply with
applicable law. The remaining terms and conditions and the application of the challenged provision to persons or circumstances
other than those as to which it is invalid or unenforceable will not be affected thereby, and each of those provisions will be valid and
enforceable to the full extent permitted by law.

Privacy

All information collected about you in connection with the Program is subject to our privacy policy, a copy of which can be obtained
at the Program website.

